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On the eve of the 75th Year of Independence, the Government &

MNRE celebrated the ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav'. Several citizen

centric interactions with solar-based livelihood and rural

development interventions were conducted. During the week,

energy minister Shri R.K Singh through his twitter account also

announced that India had achieved another landmark in the

history of the Indian Power Sector. India’s installed Renewable

Energy capacity (excluding large Hydro) has crossed 1,00,000

Megawatts. According to India’s power ministry, India now stands

at fourth position after China, the USA, and Japan in terms of

installed renewable energy capacity. Fifth in solar and Fourth in

wind in terms of installed capacity.

 

However the failure to build a thriving market for rooftop solar,

especially residential rooftop has to be counted as a big failure,

especially as rooftop solar was expected to contribute 40 GW to

the 100 GW solar target of 2022. Currently languishing at just

around 7.5 GW, rooftop solar would have created many more jobs,

innovations, and domestic demand for domestic solar, if handled

properly.

Decentralised renewable energy (DRE) and off-grid development

has also been severely neglected and has been assigned merely

Rs 460 crore. The subsidy flow has fallen by almost half in 2020

compared to 2017. This ideally should have been restructured

towards DRE in the country, for it has potential to address quality

energy access if mainstreamed to government plans and

programmes. The DRE sector also helps create quality jobs in rural

areas. 
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https://www.saurenergy.com/solar-energy-news/hope-rules-over-policy-as-pm-modi-harks-to-40-gw-rooftop-solar-by-2022
https://cdn.cseindia.org/attachments/0.05217300_1606128303_final-renewable-energy-factsheet.pdf


As the sector leaps forward, SELCO has planned expansion of its

network. 2 branches are in the pipeline to be opened up in Andhra

Pradesh (Anantapur & Tirupati) while the other 2 are in Bihar

(Muzaffarpur & Begusarai) and Ratnagiri & Sangli in Maharashtra and

also Theni & Nagerkoil in Tamil Nadu. The expansion will ensure reaching

more rural areas in these districts and deployment of solar solutions for

the benefit of the rural underserved in these areas. SELCO also

conducted its first physical meeting with the branches after the COVID

2nd wave. Branches from North & South Karnataka gathered for the 2

days meeting in Shimoga & Sirsi where detailed discussions regarding

the organisation’s operations were held. 

In this edition of Sunchalana, we cover the impact stories and thoughts

of our colleagues during the month of August. We hope our readers enjoy

this edition of Sunchalana

                                                              Communications Team,SELCO
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Surviving and managing day

to day life for forest dwellers

is very challenging. SELCO

India has always wanted to

help these people by

facilitating their cottages with

solar powered light. SELCO is

leading the way in this project

in Kakkunge of Awarsay

Grapam near Halladi in the

village Ratnagiri Eisents

Colony 12 huts were solar

powered. People living in the

wild forest range for hundreds

of years haven't received any

basic prerequisites such as

electricity, drinking water, and

proper Infrastructure.

Moreover many people still

l ive in huts. They spend the

night under the chimney lamp.

They use diesel to light their

chimney lamps ever since

kerosene was banned. 

 Although the power line is

provided to the nearby colony,

electricity is very irregular

therefore they aren't getting

electricity to their homes.

THE KAKKUNJE PROJECT
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Living in the midst of

extreme poverty, deprived

of basic modern facilities.

They haven't received title-

deeds yet. they are

leading their life and lack

the basic necessity to lead

day-to-day life. SELCO

with the help of Kakkunje

took a step forward during

the time of covid by

providing food kits. SELCO

also recognized people

from scheduled classes as

having obstacles in

surviving their life. SELCO

immediately took the

initiative to provide solar

lights to the house who

had not seen lights until

now. SELCO has

enlightened the souls of

the people living in the hut

by furnishing their house

with 2 long tube lights.

After seeing the work of

SELCO Geetha H. S N trust

has come forward for

further partnership.
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"We have started a project to provide solar lamps for the
poor people who live in huts in collaboration with the trust.
Solar lamp has been given to 12 families in Kakkunje, 4 in
Amasebail village, 2 in Tallur village and 2 in Bejadi
village. The houses are blazing." 

- Shekhar Shetty - Area Manager, SELCO India

In her words 'Our elders lived here. Work is the basis for life. We are deprived

of infrastructure, housing, electricity etc. The chimney was very difficult to

burn after the kerosene. We brought diesel and burned the chimney. 

Our partner SELCO has installed a free solar lighting system. This has

provided little comfort in living a difficult life. It is very convenient for

children to read and write. Colony residents have demanded that the

government take action to provide RTC, home and electricity permanently.
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SOLAR SUPPORTS EDUCATION

Nagaraj Tallange, a social

activist of Udupi contacted

Suresh Naik, Senior Manager

SELCO Udupi Branch regarding

the cost of home lighting

systems. When asked about the

requirement he mentioned a

house in Sankaranarayana

village, Udupi which was in

pitiable condition. Suresh Naik

requested for a photo of that

house to get a better

understanding. Nagaraj had also

mentioned that the house

belonged to Sarjini; a bright kid

who was studying in her 7th

grade could not study at home

as her house was unelectrified. 

Even the infrastructure of the house was very poor. Her parents were daily

labourers and it was difficult for them to even earn their daily bread. After

looking at the house picture, SELCO team decided to install 2 light solar

systems under the joint support scheme of Karnataka Bank and SELCO

Solar which would cost Rs.10000 and out of it Rs.6000 would be paid from

the joint support. Remaining Rs. 4000 was supposed to be paid by the

beneficiary. 
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Nagaraj Tallange came forward to pay the remaining amount, but SELCO

believed in the policy that nothing should be given for free, anything given

for free is seldom valued.  So when asked by the beneficiary, they said

they can pay only Rs.2000 and they also requested for a mobile charging

point as their daughter uses a mobile phone for her online class. 

Suresh Naik arranged for a charging point and he himself took care of the

expenses. In the end SELCO is happy that it preventing a student from

dropping out of school due to the unavailability of the basic facility.
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MATERIAL LABS OF SELCO
SELCO's material lab procures and delivers

the complete systems ready for installation to

the branch or the customer site depending on

the requirement and following the statutory

rules and regulations with a key focus on the

products which plays an integral part in the

revenue generation, there by playing a vital

role in fulfilling the company’s vision and

mission of reaching the unreached through

the need based solution.

For the branches spread across Karnataka, A.P, Kerala, Tamil Nadu

Maharashtra & Bihar there are 3 material labs located in Bengaluru,

Dharwad and Manipal to efficiently deliver the materials with minimum

overhead expenses. Apart from being the stock points for all the materials,

they also act as learning center about the materials too. The team

comprises 25 members working hard to fulfill the demand through timely

supply of the materials and the services in FIFO (first in first out)

methodology to maintain the quality and the novelty of the materials.

Swasthik Nayak, 

Senior Manager - Logistics SELCO
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Traditionally the team focuses on distribution, planning and the

purchasing organizations along the supply chain operated

independently by the company. The team plans and manages all

the strategies involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion,

and logistics activities, integrating supply and demand

management within the company and across the channel

partners meticulously to experience and learn real life supply

chain dynamics, possess an awareness about the importance of

collaboration in supply chain management and enjoy a friendly

atmosphere.
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ENERGY AUDIT MANAGEMENT

Energy management is important in office premises because it includes

cutting costs through competitive procurement and strategically

decreasing energy consumption. It reduces greenhouse gas emission. It

gives the utility cost to prepare accurate budgets and gain greater

insight into the operational costs. 

Energy Management is defined as the process

of tracking the energy consumption to

conserve usage of energy in the office

premises. It means to control and reduce

energy consumption. It tries to minimize the

effects on the environment. Energy

Management minimizes the environmental

effects by completely turning off the

electrical equipment when it is not in use and

choosing energy efficient appliances with

water saving etc Debojyoti Mallick, Intern
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Energy Audit is an approach for making a decision in the area of energy

management. It helps to balance the total energy usage and how to

improve energy efficiency. It helps to identify the areas where we can

minimize the energy consumption.

Energy audit in an office premises is a procedure which aims to evaluate

the existing consumption of the office premises and to identify the

potential energy savings. It is an important tool which can be used to

implement energy efficiency measures and energy conservation in the

office building. 

It consists of collecting and measuring data that are valuable for the

energy assessment of the office premises. The main purpose of energy

audit in an office premises is to conduct an initial energy survey to

understand the energy usage pattern. The main scope is to describe and

assess the current energy.
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EXPERIENCE SHARING BY INTERN- RAKSHITHA

I’m glad that I have got an opportunity to work as an

intern in the outreach department of SELCO. My sincere

gratitude to the recruiting team and onboard team for

smooth hiring. I am very excited about new

opportunities, challenges and to learn and grow. Now in

my internship of just one month, I can confidently say

that it has been a truly eye-opening journey. For me

solar was all about solar lighting and solar water heater

& lighting 

I have to come to know how solar is used in Livelihood, healthcare, and its

various impacts. SELCO plays a significant role in Women's Empowerment,

Sustainable Development goals(SDG), affordable and Clean Energy. Site

visits are an important part of our learning. Visiting real-time livelihood

projects and learning about design & pricing allowed me to develop a

greater understanding and helpfulness of customers through our Solar

livelihood Interventions. 

Rakshitha R, Intern
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Livelihoods are the capabilities, assets and activities required for people to

earn money and secure a means of living. Expanding climate-smart and

green livelihoods, and building household resilience by supporting improved

rural and urban production, self-and paid employment and

entrepreneurship is a way forward. I got to travel to Mysore for a site visit

where I saw most of the livelihood projects like Blowers for blacksmiths,

milking machines, pottery wheels, Digital Education program, Cold Storage

and also visited the Mandya Branch. 
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Got to see them live and received positive feedback. I would say I

gained more technical and practical knowledge on solar. I also

interacted with the customer & documented those interactions. I can say

that it reduces the amount of time taken to do the job manually, not  only

time it also reduces physical drudgery through the use of solar power-

based interventions. Since power cut is the major problem leading to

lack of productivity using solar based interventions increased their daily

income they said. From which they can take as many as orders and start

with the production of the orders and earn money for living rather than

relying on electrical grid systems. Solar energy reduces the dependency

and reliance on electrical grid systems and fossil fuels. 

Livelihood solutions have been designed to meet the requirements of the

rural region/profession cost-effectively. These solar-based inventories

do not depend on the electrical grid system. Since most of these solar

inventories/projects are being installed in rural areas where electric

cities are not stable. I had a great learning experience which I would

love to continue learning and growing in SELCO India.
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SOLAR POWERED BABY FEEDING BOOTH

How do we as a society view the act of breastfeeding? It is essential to

provide necessary infrastructure which is private, safe and clean, for

mothers to breastfeed their infants in public buildings.  

Recently, a young woman who was appearing for the West Bengal

Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) Female Supervisor

Recruitment Examination, 2019, had to reportedly breastfeed her baby in

a nearby lane because there was no nursing room inside the examination

centre in Baruipur, South 24 Parganas (PTI 2019). As she was about to

write the exam, her new born baby started crying of hunger. The young

mother panicked, and approached the guards at the examination centre

to ask where she could feed her baby. They informed her that there was

no breastfeeding room within the premises. Such lack of infrastructure

cause hinderance in women growth & empowerment. 
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To celebrate World Breastfeeding Week (1 August to 7 August),

Momspresso, a user-generated content platform for women across India,

recently conducted a survey to determine the primary challenges faced

by breastfeeding Indian mothers. In a five-minute, web-link based survey,

900 mothers were surveyed.. The survey reported some disturbing findings

(Assanair 2019).

Almost 90% of Indian women surveyed had fed their babies in their own

car, 78% in public transport, 56% in restaurants, 49% in car parking, 47%

in trial rooms, 44% in washrooms, 41% in religious places and 32% in

parks. Only 6% of the mothers surveyed found breastfeeding rooms to

comfortably nurse their children. The most awkward places where mothers

breastfeed their babies were a broom closet room in an airport, under a

tree, the waiting room of the passport office, bank queues, washrooms, a

bench in a mall, and a bus stop. Around 81% mothers said that they were

not comfortable feeding their children in public due to the lack of proper

breastfeeding places. Majority of the mothers stated that the greatest

deterrents were uncomfortable stares, hygiene and a lack of privacy.
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If this is the case in cities, then what about the villages. A lot of

breastfeeding mothers don't come out. In case if they come out due to

some emergency like visiting hospital then it's just their nightmare.

Considering all these

issues SELCO along

with Rotary club of

Kumta installed a

solar powered baby

feeding booth in

Taluk General

hospital of Kumta. It

has facilities like

Light, DC Fan and

closed enclosure to

feed the baby with

utmost privacy. As

this is the pioneer

project SELCO is

planning to expand

this project in all

rural areas of

Karnataka. To add a

feather this baby

feeding booth is

considered as the

first solar powered

baby feeding booth

in Karnataka.
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